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ABsrmcr
Very low bit-rate video coding, using regular shaped patterns to
focus on moving regions in macroblocks, has gained significant
attention recently. This paper presents a new real-time paltem
selection (RTPS) algorithm using a large codebook of thirty two
pattems. The algorithm uses a relevance measurement for all the
pattems and a moving region, to eliminate a large number of
irrelevant pattems prior to the actual best likelihood pattern
selection procedure. Both theoretically and empirically it is
proven that not only is the computational complexity of the new
algorithm comparable to the contemporary algorithm that use a
pattern codebook size of only eight patterns but also the new
algorithm reduces the bit-rate significantly, while maintaining
comparable subjective quality.

of patterns PI-P2,in Figure 1 using a "greedy" algorithm, where
1 E (4,8,16,24). The idea was further extended in [ I l l with
reduced computational complexity using the 32-pattern
codebook in Figure 1. In [I21 a new parametric approach of
macroblack classification was proposed, which clearly
outperforms the previous definition in [I41 for certain parameter
values.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Reducing the transmission bit-rate while concomitantly retaining
image quality is the most daunting challenge to overcome in the
area of very low hit-rate video coding, e.g., H.26X standards
[6]-[8]. Recently the MPEG-4 [SI video standard successfully
introduced content-based coding, by dividing video frames into
separate segments comprising a background and one or more
moving objects. This idea is exploited in several low bit-rate
macroblock-based video coding algorithms [ 1][14] through a
simplified segmentation process that avoids the handling of
arbitrary shaped objects, and therefore can use popular
macroblock-based motion estimation. These algorithms
innovatively focus on moving regions through the use of regular
pattern templates, from a pattern codebook (see Figure I), on
non-overlapping rectangular blocks of 16x16 pixels each, known
as macrobbck (MBs).
In [14], macroblocks were classified according to the
following three mutually exclusive classes: 1) Static MB (SMB):
Blocks that contain little or no motion; 2) Active MB (AMB):
Blocks that contain moving object(s) with little static
background; and 3) Active-Region MB (RMB): Blocks that
contain both static background and some pan(s) of moving
object(s). In [ I ] a panem codebook of four 128-pixel patterns
was used. Further improvements were obtained in [14] using a
pattem codebook of eight M-pixel pattems (P,-Ps in Figure 1).
In [IO] Paul er al. presented a vorioble pattern selection (VPS)
algorithm to select the 1 best-matched pattems from a codebook
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Figure I: The pattem codebook o f 3 2 regular shaped 64-pixel
patterns, defined in 16x16 blacks, where the shaded region
represents 1 ' s and the white region represents 0's.
Variable pattem selection approach is not readily
applicable to real time video coding, as the coding process must
be preceded by the selection of the 1 best-matched pattern set. It
has also been reported in [I41 that using eight instead of four
patterns improved the peak signal fo noise rario (PSNR) and
coding efficiency significantly. A similar, but diminishing trend
was also observed in [lO][ll], when the pattem codebook size
was further extended. In this paper, we present for the first time
a new real-time, low bit-rate video coding algorithm focusing on
moving regions using the 32-pattem codebook in Figure 1 and
an extended parametric definition of MB classifications in [12].
The computational complexity of this new approach is kept
within the real time threshold by eliminating a large number of
irrelevant patterns. A pattern is considered irrelevant to a moving
region if the distance between their respective gravitational
centers exceed a prescribed threshold. For example, if a moving
region is well represented by pattem P12 then panems Ps, PL,
P , I , P,. etc. may well be considered irrelevant for some
thresholds. The exact condition for a pattern to be considered
relevant is discussed in the next section.
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Both theoretically and empirically it is proven that the
computational complexity of the new RTPS algorithm is
comparable to the original algorithm presented in [14]. However,
experimental results also reveal that RTPS reduces the bit-rate
by as much as 5.5% without losing any subjective quality (i.e.
the change in PSNR is bounded by 0.5 dB).
This paper is organized as follows. The relewance of a
particular pattern to a moving region is defined in Section 2 .
Section 3 presents the RTPS algorithm and the coding technique
is further elaborated in Section 4. In Section 5 , the computational
complexity of the algorithm is analyzed and compared with that
ofthe algorithm in [14]. Some experimental results are presented
in Section 6, while Section 7 concludes the paper.

vk,n=dist(G(M,),G(P'))
using the Manhattan distance:.

(3)

3

(4)

dist(a,b) = ( x ( 4 - x(b)(+lyb) - A b ) (

where, x ( ) and y ( - )denote the x- and y-coordinates respectively. Manhattan distance is preferred to Euclidian distance
because of its reduced computational time.
LetA(q,,,,)

be the minimum value, which guarantees that

for at least qminpatterns, the relevance measure V h , ,2 A(vmin)
for any k. A(vmin)can be calculated as follows:

2.PATTERNRELEVANCEMEASURE

Let C, ( x , y ) and R,(x, y ) , 0 5 x,y 5 15 , denote the Ph
macroblock of the current and reference frames respectively,
where the frame dimension is W pixelsx H lines. The moving
region Mk(x, y ) in the
obtained as follows:

In the above calculation, the gravitational center of all moving
regions is assumed t o be never on the border (see Lemma I).

A ( v m i n ) also leads to an upper limit in the number of
possible relevmi pattems, calculated as follows:

macroblock of the current frame is

M k ( x , y ) = T ( I Ck(X,.V)'B-Rh(x,y).Bi)
(1)
where B, of size 3x3, is the structuring element of a
morphological closing operation [2][9], IvI= the absolute
value of r(v) = 1 if v > 2 or 0 otherwise, 0 5 x, y 5 I5 , and
18,

0 5 k < W/16x H/16.
Let G(A) denote the gravitational center of the 16x16
matrix A of bits (0 or I), such that
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Lemma 1: Wirhout lming any generality, ir can be assumed that
the gravifafional cenrer of a moving region will never be on rhe
boundary ofthe macroblock.

Proof: A moving region can have its gravitational center on the
boundary of the macroblock if and only if the region itself is part
of either a horizontal or a vertical boundary line. Such a moving
m
region should never be classified as an RMB.

Table I: Values of q,"Jqmin)and A(q,",J for possible qminvalues
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Let the relevance of the k'h macroblock with pattern P, be
calculated as:-
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Figure 2 : An example supporting the calculated values of qmax(4)
= 1 I and A(4) = 6.
Pattem P, is considered to be relevant to the moving region
in the klh macroblock if and only if Vk,"5 A(vmin), for all k
and n. The average number of relevonl patterns can be
approximated by
+ ~ ~ ~ ( 7 7 " i J ) /Values
2.
of qm8S)lmin)
and
values are given in Table I. It is
A(q",,) for all possible qmmin
interesting to note that there exist some consecutive values of
vmSnfor which the same A(qmin) value is obtained, e.g., A(3) =
A(4) = 6.00. In such cases, only the maximum qm,nvalue is
tabled, Figure 2 clearly proves the validity of the aforementioned
calculations, where each square represents an area bound by the

Manhattan distance 6 from its center. If the gravitational center
of a moving region is exactly the same as the center of the dotted
square, there exist only four relevant patterns; while as many as
eleven pattems can be relevant when the gravitational center o f a
moving region is exactly the same as the center of the solid
square.

To avoid multiple 8x8 blocks of DCT calculations for only 64
residual error values per moving region of RMB, these 64 values
are rearranged into an 8x8 block. An inverse rearrangement is
performed when decoding.
Pattern identification numbers are coded using variable
length Huffman codes as given in Table II. These codes are
obtained using the average pattem frequencies over a large
number of standard and non-standard video sequences.

3. THE RTPS ALGORITHM
Let the likelihood of the
calculated as

klh

macroblock with panem P, be

Table 11: Pattern ID number 0 variable length code

(7)
The krhmacroblock is then classified as follows, for all k:

I

M , < 8 then the kIh macroblock is classified a s

1)

If

2)

an SMB.
Else i f

I

M,<6,

where

SE

10 1010
20 00lOl

YO 010011

30 0OOOl

110 OlOOO

40 00000
50 011
60 100
70 110
80 0001

120 01011

(8)

170 OOllO0
180 O l O O l O
190 001101

100 11100

130 001001

140 10110
is0 I O I I I O
160 1 1 1 1 1

200
210
220
230
240

00111I
00l0001
101111

oinioo
111101

250 111011
260 0011101
270 O I O I O I I
280 0010000
290 111010
300 11100
310 noiiioo
320 0101010

5. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

{64,96,128}, A N D

Let p b e the total number of candidare RMBs, meeting condition

(8).
For each candidate RMB:

then the kth macroblock is classified as an R M B
whose moving region is represented by the first
pattern
P,
in
the
codebook
where

+

i) The moving region consists o f (6 X)/ 2 number of 1's
on average, So, the average number of operations required to

calculate the gravitational center o f a moving region, based on
(2) is 2 S 6 + ( 6 + 8 ) + 2 = 6 + 266.

Else the block is classified as an AMB.
Besides using this extended definition of SMB, RMB, and
AMB, the real-time pattern selecrion (RTPS) algorithm also
calculates the 4
.
value partially, quadrant-by-quadrant. Let r b e
the speed-upfactor of this technique compared to calculating the
Dt, value as a whole. I t has been empirically found that r
increases as qmmin
increases. This observation is presented in
Figure 3 for the Miss America video sequence.

3)

ii) The relevance measure. in (3), takes 3 x 3 2 = 96
operations in total for all 32 pattems.
iii) The likelihood measure in (7), is calculated on average
for (qmm
+ ~ & q ~ , ~ ) )patterns,
/2
each taking 512 operations.
So, the total number of operations required by the RTPS
algorithm for pattem searching is:OP(RTPS)

= j ( e +266 + 96 + (qmin
+ q,,, (qmin))/2xS 1212)

~

1.08

-

1.10

2

4

6

= 8 ( 6 + 3 6 2 + h i n +q,,,(q,,,i.))X256/r).
In contrast, for each candidate RMB, the algorithm in [14],
computes only eight likelihood measurements (7) and so for the
same video sequence, the number of operations required is:.
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Figure 3: Values of r for different qnli. values on the Miss
America video sequence.

4. CODING TECHNIQUE

SMBs and the static regions of RMBs are skipped from coding
and transmission as they can be obtained from the reference
frame. For each AMB, as well as the moving region of each
RMB, motion vector and residual e m r s are calculated using
conventional block-based methods, with the obvious difference
in having the shape of the blocks for the moving regions of
RMBs as that of the best-match pattem, rather than being square.
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OP(([14])= 8(8xS12)= 4,0968.
( 1 1)
For qmin= 4, the average number of relevant pattems per
candidate RMB becomes (4 11) / 2 = 7 . 5 , which is close to
the pattem codebook size of algorithm [14]. To keep the PSNR
comparable or even better, the RTPS algorithm must consider
v 8 n k 2 4.
Assume that the RTPS algorithm is using qmmin
= 4 and 6=
128. If OP(RTPS) 5 OP([14]), Tmust be 2 1.065. Figure 4 shows
that the averager, for
4, is 1.10, which makes
OP(RTPS) = 3,9818 z OP([14]). It can, therefore, be claimed
that the computational complexity of the RTPS algorithm is
comparable to algorithm [I41 while keeping the PSNR
comparable.

+
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Recently several studies on pattern representation of moving
regions in blocked-based video motion estimation and
compensation have been reported. In this paper, a new real-time
pattern selection (RTPS) algorithm has been developed using a
32-panem codebook. The RTPS algorithm uses a relevance
measurement, in the form of the Manhattan distance between
two gravitational centers, among all the pattems and a moving
region to eliminate a large number of irrelevant patterns prior to
the actual best likelihood pattern selection procedure. The
algorithm uses a novel technique in guaranteeing lower and
upper limit of relevant pattems. It has been established that not
only the computational complexity of the RTPS algorithm is
comparable to the previous algorithm in [I41 but also the RTPS
algorithm reduces the bit-rate by as much as S.S%, while
maintaining comparable subjective quality

Table 111: Relative bit-rate and PSNR for six standard sequences using H.263 standard, the algorithm in [14], and the RTPS algorithm

Video sequences

. ..

Video format

Bit-rate
(kbps)

PSNR
(dB)

53.8

44.8

Bit-rate

PSNR

Bit-rate

(kbps)

(dB)

53.2

45.0

. .
.
.

Bit-rate

(kbps)

PSNR
(dB)

52.0

45.1

50.4

44.9

(kbps)

PSNR
(de)

Bit-rate
(kbps)

PSNR
(dB)

,Miss America

QClF (176x 144)

Car phone

QClF (176 x 144)

230.3

39.8

228.2

39.5

228.3

39.7

222.8

39.3

221.0

39.2

Foreman

Q C l F ( 1 7 6 x 144)

290.1

38.3

288.2

37.7

290.6

37.9

283.2

37.4

281.2

37.3

Sslerman

CIF (352 x 288)

725.9

40.0

716.1

40.1

702.2

40.0

686.0

39.8

683.0

39.7

Tennis

CIF (352 x 240)

1,630.4

36.6

1,614.5

36.3

1,613.3

36.5

1,604.7

36.2

1,600.1

36.1

Claire

CIF (352 x 288)

139.9

44.7

131.9

44.9

130.5

44.8

127.4

44.9

126.7

44.7
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50.3

44.9

